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O N  T H E  C O V E R

The Avocadian released its very first edition in November 2021. It
has now been an entire year since the team has been writing to
bring you the latest insights from Avocado DAO's activities. Some
of our editorial team have been with us since the very beginning
sharing their consistent creativity, effort, and teamwork! Look out
for our feature spread on P6 for our editorial contributors.

A  Y E A R  O F  T H E  A V O C A D I A N !

E D I T O R ' S  N O T E

Hi Avocadians
Welcome to the 13th Edition of the
Avocadian! Our community newsletter
has been going for a whole year. The very
first edition came out in November 2021,
and we a super proud of how far Avocado
DAO and our Avocadians have come
since then.

November/2022

- AG.Melzzie
  Lead Editor

Check out our Q3 Treasury Report in the scoop of the month to find out more about Avocado's investments and
partnerships. We have a fab spotlight this month as we interview David Shi, our head of operations on P5. We also
have the latest mod updates with lots of new activity inside our community, more crypto updates, and top tips and
gaming insights on Phantom Galaxies P19.

A  J O U R N E Y  O F  A
T H O U S A N D  M I L E S
B E G I N S  W I T H  A
S I N G L E  S T E P

Please note: This newsletter and content herein is NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE. The Information within The Avocadian is provided for educational,
informational, and entertainment purposes only, without any express or implied warranty of any kind, including warranties of accuracy,
completeness, or fitness for any particular purpose. The information contained in or provided from or through this newsletter is not intended to
be and does not constitute financial, investment,  or trading advice, or any other advice.

This month, we have one of Avocado
DAO's OG contributors in the
spotlight, and I'd also like to take this
opportunity to thank the editorial
team who write month on month to
bring you the latest news and
updates. Here's to many more
Avocadian newsletters to come!
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A V O C A D I A N  S C O O P
by: AG.Melzzie

Avocado DAO has released its latest Treasury Report to share details of the DAO's activities and the Treasury's
current standing. The report covers the current breakdown of figures and looks at the developments that have taken
place over the Q3 period.

The report outlines the Treasury investment and Game tokens, NFTs, and web3 investments as they stand at the end
of Q3 2022. We take a look at our new strategic partnerships with game studios, and other web3 projects that are
developing innovative gaming infrastructure, as we work together towards common goals for the gaming community.
The report covers our new scholarship programs and plans for the future, such as our recently launched Questing
Portal which is accessible to anyone who loves gaming and winning rewards.

You can read our Treasury Report and the details of our Questing Platform on our medium blog @
https://avocadoguild.medium.com

November/2022

W H A T  E L S E  I S  N E W ?

Avocado DAO has launched its new Questing Portal! Linked
directly to the Avocado website, our new platform provides
tons of value! Users can have fun completing quests for which
they receive token rewards. These can be traded in the Avo
shop for exciting merch, useful courses, and lots more! The
portal is already full of quests and our players are loving the
new rewards. More details in the Mod Update section on P7!

A V O C A D O  L A U N C H E S  N E W
Q U E S T I N G  P O R T A L

Avocado DAO releases its Q3 Treasury Report 

Avocado's senior team is generally busy iterating new
developments for operations and the website, and recently
they have been sharing their thoughts in a number of
industry talks. Alvin De Cruz, our lead developer joined
Evolution and PlayMining for a discussion on GameFi, and
our partnership lead, James Chen, hosted GameSwift, an
exciting new gaming ID platform, on our Discord channel to
discuss our partnership. 

A V O C A D O ' S  T E A M  T A L K S
W E B 3  G A M I N G   
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W H A T ' S  B E E N  H A P P E N I N G
I N  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

In the last week of October, our co-founder, Brendan, traveled to the Philippines to co-host a community meet and
greet alongside our partner DG. Pals. It was a great event where scholars connected with each other, we gave
away loads of cool merch, and played DG. Pals' newly launched board game.  Brendan then went on to join the
community in Indonesia for a smaller get-together with the Avocadian scholars. 

On the 31st of October, our partnership lead, James Chen, hosted an AMA with GameSwift on our Discord
community to talk about their identity platform. Winners took away prizes for the best questions.

Our lead developer, Alvin De Cruz, joined PlayMining for an insightful AMA hosted by Singapore-based Evolution,
to answer the question: What is GameFi? 

We gave away a ton of crypto prizes in our November Avocado week and hosted a 5-day League of Kingdoms
tournament with our partners Glip.gg, with a total prize pool of $1000! 

November/2022

C O M M U N I T Y  P H O T O S
by: AG.Skyy

On the other hand, AG. Jolya, one of our former Crypto Educators, describes her daily experience in Avocado DAO
as her “purpose”. She found her purpose which is to educate. She helps with the crypto education of Avocado
DAO’s scholars and by doing so, it also helped her to be a better person by sharing and supporting the education of
her fellow scholars.  

Along with the other Avocadians, AG. Hades is also one to mention! Avocado DAO was able to help him to afford
the things he needed. Not only has he been able to gain friends and knowledge, but he was able to find the person
he wants to be with! Isn’t that great? In addition, AG. Hades was happy to meet the contributors and team behind
Avocado DAO. As you can see, all of our scholars are grateful for the chance to meet each other in real life as more
opportunities come their way! 

AG. Sky interviewed some of our Avocadians on their recent experiences with the guild to find out how Avocado
DAO has been able to help them make more friends and what they have learned from their experience of events like
our meet & greet in the Philippines recently? 

           “It took me a year to overcome that and just recently I
became active.” AG. April mentions as she tells the story of
how she went from being a silent reader of Avocado DAO’s
Discord server to becoming one of the representatives that
Avocado DAO sends whenever a tournament or event is
held in the Philippines. Being active in the community has
not only helped her get out of her comfort zone but April
now speaks fluently and confidently in front of many people.
She is also determined to learn more about Web3 as she
makes her way to becoming one of the most active scholars
in Avocado DAO.



T E A M  S P O T L I G H T  

Q: How did you get involved and join Avocado DAO? 
A: I’ve always loved playing games and I had a keen
interest in gaming and blockchain technology. In early
2021, Sir Brendino approached me with the idea of
Avocado DAO and the opportunities behind Axie
Infinity. It sounded really exciting! I started shortly after
that, and I’ve never looked back.

Q: What does your role at Avocado entail? 
A: I am head of operations at Avocado DAO and look
after our scholarship operations which involves providing
direction to our scholarship managers and making sure
we have sufficient human and IT resources to execute
our initiatives. I also look after product development and
content creation.

Q: What keeps you motivated to build when the whole
market is in chaos? 
A: There are a few points that I consider here:
Firstly, I am taking a long-term view;  blockchain and
web3 gaming are here to stay. The imagination and ideas
are there, the technology just needs to catch up. Hence,
everyone in the space needs to keep building. Secondly, I
have a strong personal belief that blockchain technology
and decentralized ownership of assets and content is the
way forward and it's only a matter of time, we are still
very early in the industry and tech. 
Then, I also look at the market - and market movements
are just corrections and road bumps along the way -
There are some really good projects in addition to
Avocado DAO in the web3 space that see this end goal
and are hunkered down and building in the bear market.

Q: How has your interaction with the Avocadians and
the community in Avocado DAO been to date? 
A: The Avocadian community is the lifeblood of the
DAO. I am always impressed by the things our
community can do, whether it’s achieving high ranks in a
game, creating memes, or writing a thoughtful 

Interview with AG. Jdash
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In the spotlight this month, we have David
Shi, head of operations and one of the
earliest contributors of Avocado DAO: One
of the O.Gs, the team said when they
nominated him for this special edition of the
Avocadian. 

piece on the latest web3 topic. It's rewarding to see the
progression of the people in our community.

Q: What is the most important lesson you've learned
that you'd like to share with the Avocadians? 
A: Always hold the majority of your crypto assets in a cold
wallet such as Trezor or Ledger and safely store your seed
phrases and private key. Centralized exchanges should be
used to transact, they are not a place to store value.

Q: What is your advice to people who want to learn
about web3 or maybe who want to play for Avocado
guild?
A: For learning about crypto, I'd say have a Twitter
account and find good accounts to follow. A good rule of
thumb for good accounts is that they are not shilling a
product or token, they have invested their own money
based on their own advice and their views and comments
are in line with your understanding of the space. You can
also post your own thoughts on Twitter about the web3
space to get feedback from others.
For people who want to play for the guild, come and join
our Discord channel and become part of our community!

Q: One last question, what is one fun fact about you?
A: I love the Souls series and I can proudly say I took down
Malenia with a riposting critical!

PLEASE NOTE: Not financial advice. We always advice readers to do their own research. The views & opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the
authors & do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. . 



A V O C A D I A N  C O N T R I B U T O R S

Meet the Avocadians who contribute their penmanship, or keyboard-manship, month
on month for the last year to bring you the best and latest news from Avocado DAO.
This month, with our special year edition, we want to recognize and thank the writers
for their contribution to making the newsletter what is it for our readers.

AG. Mxmx
Maxi is our awesome newsletter contributor, coordinating the articles, gathering the
monthly art, and is also our extra sharp eyes when it comes to the final review. She
brings her positive can-do attitude and is always full of ideas and excitement for each
month of the Avocadian newsletter.

AG. AtomArc
Each month, AtomArc gathers all the information from the community events that took
place, together with the winner’s leaderboard so that we can share it in the Avocadian. 
 He always has creative ideas and finds a way of voicing them, making sure that he
expresses himself in the most creative way he can think of. 

AG. Sky 
Bringing the latest news from community members, Sky reports on the achievements
of our Avocadians, getting details of how they have progressed in the real world from
the gains of crypto gaming, and life as part of Avocado guild. Sky loves the Avocado
community, and is always busy behind the scenes, quietly working on making the
community better and hearing their thoughts. 

AG. Demdem
AG Demdem joined the team not long after the launch of the Avocadian. She brings us
the Mod updates each and every month, covering the most important activities in the
community.  Demdem is always up to date with the latest scholar events and has an
enthusiastic and positive way of writing for the community. 

AG. RB
Our talented designer creates our amazing front covers and designs our graphics to add
that extra flair to the newsletter. He is great at putting our words into visuals and we are
excited whenever the new front cover is unveiled - as it is always epic! 

We would also like to thank AG. Rolf for his contributions to the Crypto updates and Gaming insights until
recently, to AG. Sharon who is always on hand to help, AG. Chip.Penguin, with great ideas to contribute, is always
willing to help with the finer details, and lastly to our expert AG. Jenny, our marketing lead who oversees and
helps get our newsletter live on the website at the end of every month. 
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AG. Natsu
Natsu wears several writing hats and contributes to the crypto update section and
provides insights into scholarship games. With his finger on the pulse, he always has the
latest crypto news which he loves to share with the community. He also writes the latest
gaming tips and tricks in easy-to-follow steps.

Thank you to all of our newsletter contributors for your part in bringing the Avocadian to life!  



From a multiplayer FPS game to a move-to-earn mobile MMORPG, Avocado DAO opens its door to the newest
scholarship, DG. Pals. 

Scholars can now apply to play our latest NFT game and start gaining token rewards in the DG. Verse! DG. Pals is an
interoperable multi-game, multi-genre, and multi-chain NFT blockchain gaming project. DG. Pals already has its first
two games live, D.G.P: New World and D.G.P: Legends. To play and gain rewards, you need to hatch and collect DG.
Eggs that give you the ability to transform them into new and unique NFTs.

The game has a dual token economy, with its governance token ($DGG) and in-game token ($OPL). One must
complete daily and weekly quests to earn $OPL which can also be used to level up your NFTs.

NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
M O D  U P D A T E
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By AG.Demdem

We are super excited to launch our new

Questing Portal. Avocadians can now dive

into our portal to win more points and

rewards to use in the Avo shop!

There are tons of different activities, from

in-game quests to  challenges that you can

share in the community. You can access

the dashboard to track your progress and

exchange your Avo eXperience Points

(AXP) for cool rewards in the Avo shop! 

Avocado DAO launches another exciting scholarship! 

A V O C A D O  L A U N C H E S
I T S  N E W  Q U E S T I N G  P O R T A L



November's Top 20 AVP Earners 

 

Name                                                  Points Name                                                   Points 

AG. Kyura                                               
AG. Jouzka                
AG. Taki                                            
 AG. Jolyaaa                                
 AG. April                                    
 AG. Farah                                    
 AG. Andriano
AG. Ronie
AG. Chay
AG. ZS25

T H E  A V O C A D I A N November/2022

Avocado recognizes and rewards scholars who participate the most
within the community on our social channels and show their
support by joining events, contributing, and helping the Avocadian
community.

Scholars gain Avo points (AVP) for their contribution and
participation. They can trade these in the Avo Shop to purchase the
AvoArmy role which gives them access to even more rewards and
opportunities. New Avocado Army scholars are announced in
Discord at the start of each month. AVP can also be used for an
increased share in scholarships, guaranteed scholarship positions,
and merch. Check out some of our items on P9 below!

Rewarding Avocado's Most Active Members  

T O P  2 0  A V P  E A R N E R S By AG.Mxmx

M O D  U P D A T E
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AG. RenRen                                    
AG. Haven
AG. Jobert                                                        
AG. Panzen                                                     
AG. Hatta                                                         
AG. YngveLannerback 
AG. Jarpix
AG. MieGoreng
AG. Wahidinobi 
AG. Mikeeel 

The Avo shop is the place to go to exchange your AXP

for lots of great rewards. From cool Avo merch to

scholarship shares, and courses, there are loads of

items to select from. You can swap your  AXP for

$SEED (the Avo shop currency) for Avocado merch that

will get shipped to your home, or get NFTs, a new

scholarship or spend them on computer study courses.

Sign up to the Questing Portal, access the Avo shop,

and scroll the rewards. You can see some of our merch

on the next page!

With more quests and more rewards added all the time,

we can't wait for you to check it out!

https://quests.avocadodao.io/login/

C H O O S E  Y O U R  P R I Z E S  I N  T H E  N E W  A V O  S H O P

6,178
 3,983
3,056
2,607
2,585
 2,537
2,497
2,447
2,328
2,303

2,186
2,180
2,172
2,095
1,982
1,838
1,694
1,644
1,499

734
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Mastery Monday | Gas Free Game Night

Trivia Tuesday | Live on Twitch
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

November has been a fun month, Avocado week landed at the beginning of the month, so it was a
perfect time to follow on from the activities of the week before and create a Halloween-themed
Avocado event. We had lots of creative entries with a prize pool of 1000 Avo Points!  In addition,
we hosted some game tournaments to test out new games and play existing ones.

CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS
by: AG.AtomArc

November/2022

Avocadians had a terrific and frightening night as they participated in Avocado Week 4—Halloween Edition!
With 1,000 AVP as the prize pool, this brought new and excitingly spooky Halloween activities, especially for
the seasonal festivities.

Mastery Monday meets Gas Fee
Game Nights - Call of Duty: Mobile
(COD) was chosen by the majority of
Avocadians as the game of the week
for both Gas Fee Game Night and
Mastery Monday. The winners split
a $25 gas fee of their choice, plus
there was AVP for everyone who
attended the event.

Trivia Tuesday took place on our official Twitch
channel with a variety of mini-games. Everyone
had a blast playing and guessing "4 Pics, 1 Word,"
"Scrambled Letters," and "Zoom in on Pics."

Follow us on Twitch!
https://www.twitch.tv/avocado_guild

AG. Grey
AG. Jorlan
AG. Skyy
AG. Mikeeel
AG. HADES

Winners

https://www.twitch.tv/avocado_guild


Fun-loving Friday I Horror Story Telling

Worldly Wednesday | Trick or Treat

Tiktok Thursday I Avo Follow Party

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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Avocado Week 4 Winners

 1. AG. Mikeeel      
 2. AG. Hades        
 3. AG. Hades         
 4. AG. kai              
 5. AG. Skyy           

 6. AG. Kyura                   
 7. AG. Jorlan                    
 8. AG. GREY.                   
 9. AG. Farah                     
 10. AG. WahidinObi      

AG. Farah, as well as AG. Kai, shared some footage on
our official TikTok account to give some insider
insight into Avocado DAO and how it benefits them in
their lives.

Avocadians and our Co-founder, Sir Brendino, had a
ghoulish time sharing their true-life horror stories live in
the booth.  AG. Chay told the story of the day she was
sick: "I woke up around 12 midnight, it was so dark. I was
about to get up when I saw a child right in front of the light
switch near the door. I was so scared that I just got back into
bed and  pretended I didn’t see it."  Spooooky!

Worldly Wednesday's theme this month was Trick or
Treat. Our Avocadians shocked us all with their
imaginative and eerie Halloween costumes. 

Here are some of our best fancy-dressed Avocadians:
From left to right: AG. WahidinObi, AG. Avens, AG. Kai,
AG. Mista, AG. Mxmx and AG. Luna.

AG. Mmarifel            
AG. Avenss                
AG. Mins                    
AG. Alan                     
AG. Orio.WR            

AG. RenRenValdez         
AG.Cello                             
AG. april                           
AG. Jarpix                          
AG. AtomArc                     

284
177
176
164
145

133
127
125
108
108

88
86
78
76
76

74
72
58
56
54



$50 in $ETH 

AG. April
AG. Luna
AG. Farah

T H E  A V O C A D I A N

  1st Place
  AG. Demdem

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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 2nd Place
 AG. Mummie

Winners

Avocado DAO: Digital Art Contest
A-BOO-cadians were absolutely magnificent after
showcasing their creative imaginations and
brilliance in the digital art contest. The event lasted
a week, during which they voted for the best digital
art that enthralled their eyes and minds, as well as
the spookiest avocado-themed banner.

"I appreciate how our guild allows us to express
ourselves in many ways and share our talents. As there
are so many talented artists at Avocado  DAO, winning
is a huge surprise. I had a great time at the event, and
thank you for the opportunity, Avocado DAO!" said
AG Avens. See this month's winners showcased in
our Artwork section P15.  

Avocado DAO: Writing Competition

 3rd Place
 AG. Returnee

The Avocadian writers had their day in the sun as
their dedication and creativity shone through in their
finished pieces. The writing challenge winners were
awarded CBTs (CyBall Battery Tokens) for their
impressive essays.

Avocado DAO hosted an AMA with
GameSwift to talk about their
incredible project. 

Avocadians took part and had a great
time asking GameSwift pertinent
questions live in the booth. 

Winners of the AMA received three
hunter positions in GameSwift's
Discord server, and others shared
$150 in ETH.

Hunter Role

AG. Railgun 
AG. meltedwater
AG. Orio

Winners

GameSwift AMA
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S
ARCHLOOT CLOSED BETA TEST 3 TOURNAMENT
by: AG.AtomArc

November/2022

ArchLoot is a UGC (user-generated content) NFT game on the BNB Chain with over 300k fans around the globe.
Being an iconic innovative project, it has raised $17m in funds and is backed by names like Binance NFT, YGG
SEA, and FOTA. With 40 global team members, the project amassed 300k community members in around five
months.

Avocado DAO took part in the closed beta, and five Avocadians managed to make it to the rankings! We are so
proud of you! 

One of our winners, AG. Reyz said: "It's a pretty fun game because the game is different from other games like Axie or
CyBall that use system turn-based cards. Archloot is different because it's a kind of open world in which you can explore
the map. You can upgrade some items in-game and get weapons like gacha that are common or legendary tier. It was great
to play with Avocado friends as you can co-op in the game which is fun."

AG. Kyura, another of our tournament winners, added: "I really enjoy playing this type of MMORPG game,  where
players can set characters according to the type of game. There are several modes such as adventure, PvP, Team vs Team,
Raid Boss monsters, and others. It was great fun playing with friends in the Avocado community to level up in the game.
Progress is faster when played with friends, so it's best not to play alone. Try not to die, because the durability of the body
part will decrease each time it dies. If the durability runs out, you will need repair potions to repair it. Players can also
become stronger as they level up and equipment has been upgraded."

AG. Jouzka
AG. Kyura
AG. Romeo
AG. Reyz
AG. Creamy

Winners
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

November/2022

AVOCADO DAO: GAS FEE GAMENIGHTS

AG. Kyoo
AG. harlequin
AG. Cello
AG. Tracker
AG.Wili

AG. Raigor
AG. Mirc's
AG. T. RISTAN
AG. Mikeeel
AG. DeathDecay

Winners Runners-up

Avocado DAO x Glip.gg for League of Kingdoms Tournament
Avocado DAO and Glip.gg teamed up to host an epic 5-day League of Kingdoms Tournament. It was an
action-packed event with a prize pool of $1000! Our community had great fun and won some top prizes.

Every week, Avocadians are ecstatic because
they get to play their favorite games. Mobile
Legends: Bang Bang and Call of Duty were
this month's Gas Fee Game Night games.  

The winners shared a $25 prize pool, and
there were Avo points for participants and
spectators. Avocadians loved competing, but
the amount of joy and togetherness they
experienced while playing and enjoying the
event was so much more.



A R T W O R K S  &  A R T I S T S  
Curated by  AG.Mxmx
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This month, we showcase the winners of the digital art contest in which Avocadians were tasked to create their
spookiest Avocado-themed banner. We had lots of awesome entries, so we'd like to thank everyone who
participated and shared their spookiest digital art! And, now, we are proud to present the winning pieces!

 1st Place: AG. Avens

November/2022

(cont'd on page 16)

 2nd Place: 
        AG. Atom

November's Digital Art Contest Winners 



30-Day 
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W H A T ' S  N E W  I N  C R Y P T O

CRYPTO UPDATES
by: AG. Natsu & AG.Melzzie 

Ethereum Merge Update

In our September edition, we covered the then-current Ethereum Merge, the network's transition from proof-of-
work to a proof-of-stake blockchain named the Beacon. It is estimated that the change will result in around a
99.95% reduction in energy consumption. This is important because as decentralization becomes more
mainstream, the blockchain will need to become more sustainable as well as scalable. The Merge has solved this
problem by changing its consensus mechanism to proof of stake.

To scale and enable more transfers of data, PoS enables developers to start using a type of data partitioning to
improve throughput  (the amount of data that can be processed). 

 3rd Place: 
        AG. Kai



                                               Merkle Tree
Proof-of-Reserves
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This is known as sharding, which involves breaking up the blockchain into smaller pieces (shards) and storing them in
different places. This reduces the load on the network which improves latency and allows the network to process a
higher amount of transactions more rapidly.  
 
It's worth noting that the Merge won't provide all the answers immediately, but it has opened the door for sharding to
improve speed on the Ethereum blockchain. Users can expect to see faster transaction speed and lower gas fees. 

As Ethereum’s transaction capabilities improve, it has the potential to be a major blockchain for financial transactions
and data transfer, providing efficiency, and handling large amounts of data at lightning speed while registering the
data on the immutable ledger that is blockchain. 

Crypto Updates     cont'd  

With the recent crash of FTX and lack of transparency, Centralized Exchanges (CEX) have started to look at ways they
can improve user confidence. One way to achieve this is by implementing a Merkle-tree Proof-of-Reserves (PoR).

A Merkle tree is a structure used to verify the integrity of data. They are particularly useful in blockchain technology
where users need to share and validate information in peer-to-peer transactions. The Merkle proof tree serves to
validate ID and add much-needed transparency to centralized exchanges to validate Proof-of-Reserves. This ensures
transparency and confidence in the exchange's reserve funds. 

In an article by Decrypt.co with the Headline, 'Binance CEO promises to implement proof-of-reserves after the run on
FTX', they reported that the founder of Binance, CZ, stated: "A Merkle tree is a data structure used by blockchains to store
transaction data. Hence, “Merkle-tree proof of reserves” could imply a system that proves that exchange users’ crypto holdings
are safe and sound using public blockchain information."  

This is a welcome call from many in the computer science industry, as well as from users who see this as a means of
adding transparency and reinstating confidence in the crypto market, which will enable people to trade with more
security of their funds whilst on exchange. 

Kraken already has a similar structure that verifies that the exchange possesses assets to cover its liabilities and that
the balances they hold are backed by real assets.  Gate.io recently had a Proof-of-Reserve audit carried out to prove
that it provides 100% Proof-of-Reserves on user assets. This structure provides transparency and protects its users,
and if Binance, as well as other such exchanges, implements a Merkle-tree Proof-of-Reserves system, it will enable
users to have more clarity and give these types of platforms better credibility. We recommend that users do their own
research on exchanges that they use and look at safe storage options on a cold wallet.  

PLEASE NOTE: Not financial advice. We always advice readers to do their own research. The views & opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the
authors & do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 
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authors & do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. . 
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Saving regularly is the most appropriate strategy for novice investors. The longer you invest, the greater the
amount of money you save with a more optimal return.

You don't need to rush to get rich, because investing takes time to show results, even up to 10-40 years. The
investment decisions you make today can have a big impact on the future if done regularly and consistently
adopting known strategies correctly.

A routine saving strategy or Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA) is a simple method where you invest the same amount of
money every month or every week. This strategy will help you become disciplined to buy more units when the
price goes down and less when the price goes up. Regardless of the economic conditions. Regardless of price
fluctuations.

It is said that the Dollar Cost Averaging investment strategy is often carried out by world multi-billionaires such as
Warren Buffet.

The idea behind DCA is to save consistently regardless of rising or falling prices. Regardless of the conditions and
market situation at that time. DCA will help you to get into the habit of buying regardless of market and price
fluctuations and continue to invest using this method. This will make it easier for you to make investment decisions
and avoid emotional decisions.

C R Y P T O  T R I V I A  

What is Dollar Cost Average (DCA) and how does it work?

PLEASE NOTE: Not financial advice.  We always advice readers to do their own research. The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are
those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 



Phantom Galaxies is currently in the Alpha test stage where players can access the game if they have NFT key
access which can be purchased on Opensea. The game is currently available on PC.

At present, there is a Phantom Galaxies event called Astrafite Rush with 6 event cycles:

Avocadians, alongside their Starfighter, embark on a journey filled with fun and exciting battles to become the
very best! We warmly welcome you to join us and embark on a journey together in Phantom Galaxies where
you can:

1. Train and level up your skills and dexterity in controlling the Starfighter to become strong!

2. Complete the 6-cycle Astrafite Rush event and dominate the leaderboard!

3. Have a chance to become one of Avocado's scholars in the Phantom Galaxies game in the future!

Phantom Galaxies is an NFT fast-paced third-person experience that looks and plays just like a traditional 3D-
action RPG genre game.

Phantom Galaxies aims to be the leading multichain science-fiction mecha-shared world online ARPG. It will
provide the most fully fleshed-out blockchain-integrated PC and Console game experience that enables true
game asset ownership and player-driven governance. Phantom Galaxies will be a full “AAA” game that will serve
as a shining example of real in-game governance by players and holders of the game's official utility and
governance fungible token, ASTRAFER (source: Phantom Galaxies Litepaper).
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G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S
Phantom Galaxies tips and tricks

by: AG.Natsu
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AVOCADO DAO 

G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S (continued)

In-Game Tips & Tricks:

Gather as many people as possible who have no NFT (Planet, Asteroid, etc..) to join the Avocado DAO team. 
Conquer the leaderboard of the Astrafite Rush event.
Create a fun and engaging community for Phantom Galaxies.

Avocado DAO Goals:

1: When you have just started the game, make sure to select the “Stellar Journeymen”. This ability allows you to
receive more XP. This ability helps you to grow early on in the game. 
 
2: Use your “Mecha robot mode” and “Starship mode” properly depending on the situation. 

3: If you are planning to go for an Astrafite Rush event, here's the guide for grinding from the Phantom Galaxies
team (https://medium.com/@PhantomGalaxies/preparing-for-the-astrafite-rush-grind-to-30-guide-eff2235996c)

PLEASE NOTE: Not financial advice.  We always advice readers to do their own research. The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are
those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 


